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Recently we [I] have proved 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) = C,“=, ukzk, a,>@ a,>Q (k>l) be an entire 
function. We denote by N the set of all nonnegative integers. Then, for every 





f(x) P(x) J,,(N) Ym 
We now prove 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) = Cr= 0 akzk, a,>O, a,>0 (k>l), be an entire 
function of order p (0 -C p -C CCI ), type z, and lower type w (0 < o d t < c;c, ). 
Let 0 < E < 1. There exists an integer k > 1 such that, for all integers some 
n anO 2 0, if P(x), Q(x) are real polynomials of degree d IZ with non- 
negative coclfficients (Q(0) > 0), then 
II 
1 P(x) 
f(x)-@j L,(N)“4-1-f(” ) - II 
l/P ( r(l + E)W(I -~ 6) (2k) -n. 
THEOREM 3. Let f(z) = C,“=, aX-zk, a,>O, a,30 (k>I) be an entire 
function of order p (0 < p < co), type z, and lower type w (0 < w < t < GO). 
Given E, 0 <E < 1, there exists a positive integer k such that if n is an 
integer>some no(&) > 1 and if P(x), Q(x) are real polynomials of 
degree < 2n (Q(0) # 0), then 
n-2(16)-2N(4k+ 2)-4n 
’ W+)l fT(I + E))/(Ml -E)) 
We need the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Let P(x) be a polynomial of degree at most 2n (n 3 1) satisfy- 
ing the assumption that lP(k)j is bounded by 1, for k = a, a+ 1, 
a + 2 ,..., a + n ,..., a + 2n, a being a nonnegative real: Then 
max IP( ~~(16)“. 
[a. a + 2n] 
(4) 
This lemma is known for a = 0 [ 1, Lemma 31. The proof for a > 0 is very 
similar and omitted. 
LEMMA 2 [3, p. 681. Let P(x) be a real polynomial of degree at most n 
(3 0). IP( is bounded by M on an interval [a, b] c [c, d], then, 
throughout [c, d] we have 
(5) 
where 
2T,(x) = (x + d=)’ + (x - d=)“. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For r 30, M(r)= Maxlz,=, If(z Then, by 
assumption, 
(6) 
Let n 2 1 be an integer and let P(x), Q(x) be real polynomials of 
degree < n with nonnegative coefficients, Q(0) > 0. Set 
(7) 
For n large, we choose a positive integer m such that 
mPdn<2mP. (8) 
Further, we can find an integer k > 1 such that 
1 + 2 log(2k) + z( 1 + E) < U( 1 - E) kP2P. (9) 
We require n to be so large that, from (6) and (7), 
P(m) 1 -a--b6exp(-mPz(l+s))-8, 
Q(m) f(m) (10) 
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On the other hand, we get from (6) and (7), observing the fact that P(X) 
and Q(X) have only nonnegative real coefhcients, 
P(m) P(2mk) 1 
(2k)“Q(m) ’ Q(2mk) ‘f (2mk) <------+6<exp(-2%PkPW(I-E))+A (91) 
From (8)-( 11) we get, after some work, for all large n, 
46(2k)“>exp(-nz(l +E)). (l-2) 
From (12) we get, for ah large n, 
6 2 (2k)-“4-l exp( -nz(l +&)) ~4-1[f(n1’P)](-r(1+EJ)/(W(1--E))(2k)-”, 
establishing (2). 
Remark. Let f(z) satisfy the assumptions of the tirst sentence of 
Theorem 2. Then it has been established in [2] that 
II 1 1 II 
l/n 
-- 
liEsip f(x) Ezoakxk L,co.oc) ’ exp (ep:Jpcu)’ 
Proof of Theorem 3. Choose a positive integer k satisfying, for 
n = 0, 1) 2 )...) 
2n2(16j2”(4k+2)4”<exp([(k+1)n]Po(l-~)-(2n)Pz(l+~)). (13) 
Let P(X), Q(x) (Q(0) # 0) be real polynomials of degree < 2~2, ~13 1, and set 
II 1 P(x) sm-(20 L*(NI=6. (i 
Now we normalize Q(x) so that 
XE {O?Y.. Zn) rQcx)’ = l. 
By Lemma 1 with a = 0, we get 
$;,T, IQ(x)1 d n(16)“. 
By applying Lemma 2 to (16) over the interval [0, 2(k+ l)n], we get 
max I&(x)/ d n( 16)“(4k + 2)2n. (17) 
co, 2ik + 1) nl 
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From (15) it is obvious that there is an integer j (0 G-j< 2~) for which 
IQ(j)1 = 1. (18) 
BY (14h 
(19) 
We can lind an no = +,(E) so large such that for all n 2 Q(F) we have on 
[0,2n] from (19), 
IP( 2 exp( - (2~z)~z(l +8)) - 6. (20) 
On the other hand, we get from (14) on [(k + 1) IZ, 2(k + 1) n], 
IW)l G max lQ(x)l ~~+6)~n(16).(4k+2)2”(~+~) 
Co,z(k+ 1)nl 
< n(16)“(4k + 2)2”(exp( - [(k + 1) n)Po( 1 -E)} -t 6). (21) 
Equation (21) is valid throughout [(k + 1) IZ, 2(k $1) n] and hence on 
[2kn, 2(k+ 1) n]. By applying Lemma 1 to (21) over [2kn, 2(k+ 1) n], we 
get 
max 
[2kn, 2(k + 1 )n] 
iP( <n2(16)2”(4k+2)2”(exp(-[(k+ 1) n]Po(l -~))+a). 
(22) 




From (20) and (23) we have 
exp( - (2n)Pz( 1 + E)) - 6 
6 a’( 16j2”(4k -t 2)4”[exp( - [(k + 1) n]“o( 1 -e)) + S]. (24) 
From (13) and (24), we get for all large n, 
g,exp(-(2n)Pz(l +&)), n-2(16)-2”(4k-t-2)-4” 
’ 4n2(16)2y4k + 2)4n ’ 4[1f(2~)](~(‘+~))/(41 -E))) 
proving the desired inequality. 
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